EMUSTF Poll Questions

Phase 2 poll questions

• What is your favorite package?
• Please rank order the proposed phase 2 packages.
• Do you like the current allocation method that is being used by PJM?
• Would you like to see the current allocation method be modified or see it eliminated in lieu of a fixed rate?
• Are there any proposals that are close to your ideal? How would you change those proposals to be ideal?
• Which transaction types should get uplift?
• Should all transactions types get uplift on some basis?
• Should Up-to-Congestion be one transaction type or two?
• Should Wheels be one transaction type or two?

Phase 1 poll questions

• What is your favorite package?
• Please rank order the proposed phase 1 packages.
• Are there any proposals that are close to your ideal? How would you change those proposals to be ideal?

Phase 1 and phase 2 integration

• What are your thoughts on integrating phase 1 and phase 2 packages into a single proposal to cover both allocation and credit aspects of uplift?